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ABSTRACT9

The dust impact detection by electric field instruments is already a well-established10

technique. On the other hand, not all aspects of signal generation by dust impacts11

are completely understood and explained. We present a study of events related to12

dust impacts on the spacecraft body detected by electric field probes operating si-13

multaneously in the monopole (probe-to-spacecraft potential measurement) and dipole14

(probe-to-probe potential measurement) configurations by the Earth-orbiting Magne-15

tospheric Multiscale mission (MMS) spacecraft. This unique measurement allows us to16

investigate connections between monopole and dipole data. Our analysis shows that17

the signal detected by the electric field instrument in a dipole configuration is generated18

by ion cloud expanding along electric probes. In this case, expanding ions affect not19

only the potential of the spacecraft body but also one or more electric probes at the20
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end of antenna booms. Electric probes located far from the spacecraft body can be21

influenced by ion cloud only when the spacecraft is located in tenuous ambient plasma22

inside of the Earths magnetosphere. Derived velocities of the expanding ions in order23

of tens km·s−1 are in the range of values measured experimentally in the laboratory.24

Keywords: Ion cloud expansion — Hypervelocity dust impacts — Spacecraft charging25

1. INTRODUCTION26

Dust grains impacting with high velocities onto the spacecraft body can be partly or totally evapo-27

rated together with a small part of the spacecraft material and create a plasma cloud. The electrons28

and ions in the hypervelocity impact plasma can consequently influence the spacecraft potential29

and/or measurements of scientific instruments onboard. It has been shown that electric field instru-30

ments are able to register signals generated by dust impacts as short pulses in the measured electric31

field. The first detection of such pulses has been reported from the Voyager spacecraft during a32

crossing of Saturns ring plane (Aubier et al. 1983; Gurnett et al. 1983). This method is recently33

used for dust detection by many missions in various parts of our Solar system such as Deep Space34

1 (Tsurutani et al. 2004), Cassini (Wang et al. 2006; Kurth et al. 2006; Ye et al. 2014, 2016, 2019),35

Wind (Malaspina et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2015; Malaspina & Wilson 2016), STEREO (Meyer-Vernet36

et al. 2009; Zaslavsky et al. 2012; Zaslavsky 2015; Malaspina et al. 2015; Kellogg et al. 2016; O’Shea37

et al. 2017), MAVEN (Andersson et al. 2015), Cluster (Vaverka et al. 2017b,a), MMS (Vaverka et al.38

2018, 2019) and Parker Solar Probe (Szalay et al. 2020; Page et al. 2020).39

The configuration of the electric field instruments is very important for dust impact detection40

and understanding of the measured signal (Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017; Vaverka et al. 2018). The41

instrument operating in the monopole configuration (probe-to-spacecraft measurement) where the42

spacecraft body is used as reference electrode are sensitive to changes of the spacecraft potential43

generated by dust impacts. On the other hand, instruments operating in the dipole configuration44

are only sensitive to the influence of the expanding cloud of charged particles or to asymmetrical45

potential in the spacecraft surrounding mainly for non-balanced dipole antennas (Malaspina et al.46
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2014). The mechanism of the dust impact signal generation and its consequent detection by the47

electric field instruments in the monopole configuration is comprehensively described by Mann et al.48

(2019).49

Vaverka et al. (2018) illustrated the difference between the signal of dust impact and that gener-50

ated by a solitary wave detected by multiple electric field instruments simultaneously in dipole and51

monopole configurations. Dust impacts, contrary to solitary waves, generate signals mainly in data52

measured in the monopole configuration. Nevertheless, Vaverka et al. (2018) found that dust impact53

on the spacecraft body can generate a signal on electric probes located far aways (∼ 14 m) from the54

spacecraft but the exact mechanism of the generation of this signal is not clear. Zaslavsky (2015)55

suggested that some fraction of the charged particles can be recollected by the antenna/probe and56

can result in such pulses. On the other hand, O’Shea et al. (2017) have shown that the recollection57

of charged particles by electric field antennas is extremely ineffective and thus Vaverka et al. (2018)58

speculated that the antenna signal detected by the MMS spacecraft can be generated by the potential59

of the ion cloud expanding along the electric probes without recollection of expanding particles. The60

generation of antenna signal by the potential of the ion cloud was also studied by (Nouzák et al.61

2018; Mann et al. 2019; Shen et al. 2021). Some of the spacecraft are equipped only with electric62

field instruments operating only in the dipole configuration as Wind or Cluster and other missions63

use primarily the dipole configuration as Cassini or Parker Solar Probe. It is therefore important to64

understand the dust impact onto the spacecraft body, the subsequent processes and the signal they65

generate in the instruments operating in dipole configuration.66

We use data from one of the MMS spacecraft (MMS1) with focus on pulses which were attributed67

to dust impacts in previous work (Vaverka et al. 2019) and focus on events that were detected in68

monopole and dipole configuration. We study these events in detail to understand mechanisms of dust69

impact detection in these configuration and to validate the ion cloud expansion hypothesis suggested70

by Vaverka et al. (2018). We utilise a simple model to estimate the possible effect of expanding ion71

cloud on dipole measurements and investigate direct influence of the spacecraft potential on electric72

probes.73
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2. MMS SPACECRAFT74

The four Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS) spacecraft are orbiting the Earth in a close75

formation since 2015 in highly elliptical orbits (Burch et al. 2016). Each of these spacecraft is76

equipped with three pairs of electric field probes, two in the spin plane - probes P1-P4 (∼ 120 m77

tip-to-tip) (Lindqvist et al. 2016; Torbert et al. 2016) and one shorter pair in the axial direction -78

probes P5 and P6 (∼ 30 m) (Ergun et al. 2016; Torbert et al. 2016). The important fact is that79

only tips of the booms are used as sensors (probes). This is a crucial difference from electric field80

antennas where a whole antenna element is active and it has important implications for registration81

of dust impacts. The tips of booms are spheres (8 cm in diameter) for spin plane double-probes and82

tubes (2,25 m long and 0.64 cm in diameter) for axial probes. The advantage of this instrument is83

that it operates nearly simultaneously in both monopole and dipole configurations. The monopole84

is sensitive to changes of the spacecraft potential while the dipole is susceptible to changes in the85

ambient electric field or to changes in the potential of dipole probes. As the distance of the electric86

field sensors from the spacecraft body is well defined for both types of dipole probes, it provides a new87

important view on the interpretation of data. The simultaneous measurement in both configurations88

allows us to compare and discuss individual events detected in both regimes. This comparison can89

provide very interesting information about dipole signal obtained by other spacecraft where it is not90

possible to match this signal with the monopole data.91

3. DUST IMPACT AND IMPACT CLOUD EXPANSION92

The processes behind dust impact onto a solid surface and consequent dust/surface evaporation93

are not yet completely understood. The impact ionization process have been studied in laboratory94

conditions e.g. by (Auer 2001; Collette et al. 2015, 2016). The hypervelocity dust impacts generate95

a plasma cloud expanding away from the spacecraft body. Frequent collisions lead to thermalization96

of electrons but the plasma plume becomes very quickly collisionless due to its expansion. One97

can speculate that the fraction of electrons recollected by the spacecraft thus would depend on the98

duration of the initial collisional phase but survey of results on this topic (Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017)99
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as well as latest experiments at the dust accelerator (Shen et al. 2021) revealed that about a half of100

electrons moving backward to the spacecraft. Electrons and ions decouple from the original plume101

(Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017; Mann et al. 2019; Nouzák et al. 2020, 2021) and are later influenced102

by the spacecraft potential and/or electric field in the spacecraft surrounding (Collette et al. 2015;103

Nouzák et al. 2018; Mann et al. 2019). The motion of electrons can be also affected by the presence104

of a magnetic field, as in the case of the Cassini spacecraft Grand Finale (Nouzák et al. 2020). It105

should be noted that the sunlight illuminated spacecraft in the solar wind at 1 AU or in the Earth’s106

magnetosphere are typically charged positively because the photoemission is a dominant charging107

process in these environments (Vaverka et al. 2017a). The positively charged spacecraft attracts108

electrons back to the spacecraft body and repels positive ions. The efficiency of this separation109

depends on the energy (temperature) of the electrons/ions and on the spacecraft potential. A majority110

of the electrons could be recollected when the positive spacecraft potential is significantly higher111

than the energy of cloud electrons. The recollection of electrons (escape of ions) results in a decrease112

of the positive spacecraft potential and consequent relaxation to the equilibrium value is due to113

interactions with ambient plasma and photoemission. It should be noted that the impact plasma114

cloud is conductively connected with the spacecraft in the initial phase of expansion. A notable change115

of the spacecraft potential thus can occur with a delay needed for the sufficient cloud expansion116

(Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017). Temporal variations in the spacecraft potential can be detected as117

identical pulses seen by all electric field probes operating in the monopole configuration. On the118

other hand, the signal generated by changes in the ambient environment like solitary waves results119

in different pulses (including opposite polarity) on monopole probes oriented in different directions120

(Vaverka et al. 2018).121

The amplitude of a voltage pulse in the monopole data (the disturbance of the spacecraft potential122

from the equilibrium value) is given by a total charge of recollected particles from the impact plasma123

and spacecraft capacitance. The charge recollected by the spacecraft body is equal to the total124

charge of particles leaving the spacecraft in the expanding plasma cloud divided by the spacecraft125

capacitance that is about 110 pF for MMS spacecraft.126
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4. EVENT IDENTIFICATION127

The identification of dust impacts in the measured electric field could be a very challenging issue128

mainly in environments with the low dust flux and with a presence of natural electric waves as, for129

example, in the Earth-orbit. False positive events can significantly influence the obtained results130

in this case. In previous works (Vaverka et al. 2018, 2019), a method was developed to identify131

dust impacts in the MMS multiple electric field probes data. To summarize, this method uses the132

fact that the changes in the spacecraft potential result in identical pulses with the same polarity in133

all monopole probes and identifies impacts by the automatic code using correlation coefficients for134

signals from two pairs of monopole probes. Events with correlation coefficients higher than 0.9 for135

opposite probes were considered as candidates for dust impacts and later visually inspected.136

An example of a typical event related to a change of the spacecraft potential is shown in the137

left panel of Figure 1 (adopted from Vaverka et al. (2019)). The top panel shows the probe-to-138

spacecraft potential measurements, P , the middle panel shows the electric field measurements in139

a dipole configuration, E, and the bottom panel shows the spacecraft potential derived from the140

monopole data, Usc. Six identical pulses in the monopole data (top panel) and no or very small141

pulses in the dipole signal (middle panel) show that this event is related to a change in the spacecraft142

potential. An automatic routine described by Vaverka et al. (2019) detected 363 similar events143

corresponding to changes in the spacecraft potential in burst mode data from MMS1 in the year144

2016. Some of these events contain also a signal (including very small pulses) in the short dipole145

(axial double probe).146

The Figure 1 shows an example of one pulse with a dipole component on its right side (adopted147

from Vaverka et al. (2018)). It is possible to see that one of the pulses in the monopole configuration148

(P5) is enhanced, and dipole (E56) registered a higher signal. It has been mentioned that Vaverka149

et al. (2018) speculated that this signal can be generated by expansion of the escaping ion cloud150

along the electric field probe, thus the potential of the probe (P5) can be influenced by the positive151

potential of the ion cloud expanding along the electric probe. It results in the detected dipole signal152

and in the enhancement of the monopole (probe-to-spacecraft) signal. In such a case, five monopoles153
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Figure 1. The example of a typical event related to the change of the spacecraft potential (candidate for

a dust impact) selected by the automatic routine. Probe-to-spacecraft potential measurement, P (top), the

electric field measurement in the dipole configuration, E (middle), and the spacecraft potential derived from

the monopole data, Usc (bottom), left (adopted from Vaverka et al. (2019)). Example of a similar event

with a signal recorded by short (14 m) dipole, right (adopted from Vaverka et al. (2018)).

register only a change of the spacecraft potential but the signal registered by the probe P5 is the sum154

of the spacecraft potential change and potential of the probe influenced by the expanding ion cloud.155

A detailed study shows that from detected 363 pulses in the spacecraft potential 155 (43 %) events156

contain a signal in the short dipole (E56) located 14 m from the spacecraft body and 74 (20 %) events157

are registered by one or both longer dipoles (E12 and/or E34) located 60 m from the spacecraft body.158

The analysis of these events is presented in the following sections.159

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSION160

5.1. Signal shape - expansion velocity161

An example of an event exhibiting pulses in three dipoles is shown in Figure 2. It should be noted162

that similar events are relatively rare. The electric field pulse measured by a short dipole (E56) is163
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typically significantly higher than that for longer dipoles (E12 and E34). Generally, the maxima164

of the amplitude in monopoles and dipoles are reached at different times and the polarity of dipole165

signals is not necessarily identical. It indicates that the signal detected in the dipole is not just166

crosstalking from the monopole. The pulses are both positive and negative for all three dipoles with167

an approximately similar probability. Assuming the cloud expansion scenario, the polarity of the168

pulse depends on which probe of the particular dipole is influenced by the expanding ion cloud. The169

equal presence of both polarities suggests that the expanding ion cloud reaches both probes from170

the same dipole in a similar number of cases. This follows naturally for dipoles E12 and E34 from171

the spacecraft rotation (3.1 RPM). On the other hand, the axial double probe (E56) is still at the172

identical north-south orientation. It means that ion clouds expand with a similar probability up or173

down along the spin axis of the spacecraft (there is no significant difference in numbers of dust grains174

impinging from the north/south directions).175

It is possible to see a small overshoot on the dipole E56 in Figure 2. Similar overshoots are present176

for the majority of cases. The important fact is that the amplitudes of overshoots are independent177

on the amplitudes of main pulses. The overshoot can be as high as the main pulse but there are178

also events with no overshoot. It is necessary to point out that the comprehensive explanation of179

these overshoots is unknown, although similar overshoots can result from the amplifier response to180

the initial pulse caused by the limited bandwidth as in the case of Cassini Ye et al. (2019). However,181

such explanation is probably not applicable on MMS data because the occurrence of these overshoots182

is strongly irregular. We suggest that the formation of the second pulse with opposite polarity could183

result from expansion of the ion cloud along both electrical probes of the same dipole at different184

times. Since the expanding cloud is able to reach the tip of long dipole (∼ 60 m), it can easily reach185

both tips of a short dipole.186

Observations shown that the maximum value is first reached by short dipole (E56) for all cases.187

This is consistent with our hypothesis that this signal is connected to the ion cloud propagation from188

the spacecraft body. The average time needed to reach a maximum value is (0.67 ± 0.06) ms for a189

short antenna and (1.87 ± 0.16), respectively (1.86 ± 0.15) ms for long dipoles. This time is measured190
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Figure 2. The example of one event containing pulses in all three dipoles.

from the beginning of a pulse in the monopole to the maximum in a dipole signal. It is necessary to191

mention that the beginning of the pulse in the monopole data is not exactly the time when the plasma192

cloud leaves the spacecraft body Meyer-Vernet et al. (2017). It is possible to use these times and193

lengths of the particular dipoles to roughly derive the velocity of expanding ions. The average value194

of the ion expanding velocity detected by the short dipole (E56) is (21 ± 2) km·s−1. The obtained195

velocity for the dipoles E12 and E34 are (32 ± 3) km·s−1. These uncertainties are derived from196

statistical distribution of expansion times. The higher average velocities detected by longer dipoles197

could be the result of the acceleration of positive ions from the positively charged spacecraft or/and198

by different nature of expansion in these two significant directions (parallel and perpendicular after199

impact in ecliptic plane). The obtained velocities are in the range of values measured experimentally200

by Lee et al. (2012) and it supports our ion cloud expansion hypothesis.201

5.2. Influence of ambient plasma environment202

The surprising fact that the expanding ion cloud reaches the electric probes located 14 m or even203

60 m from the spacecraft body could be explained by the low density of the ambient plasma in the204

magnetosphere. We can compare the impact cloud propagation under various conditions because the205
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Figure 3. The spacecraft potential, USC as a function of the electron density, n.

MMS spacecraft cross regions with different plasma densities. The information about the ambient206

plasma is unfortunately not available in the regions where the plasma density is too low. On the207

other hand, the spacecraft potential depends on the plasma density (Vaverka et al. 2017a) and208

can be used as a proxy of electron fluxes (Pedersen et al. 2008; Andriopoulou et al. 2018). The209

spacecraft potential, USC as a function of the electron density, n for several dust impacts is shown in210

Figure 3. These electron densities have been obtained by Fast Plasma Investigation (Pollock et al.211

2016). The spacecraft potential monotonically increases with decreasing electron density because the212

photoemission becomes more dominant in tenuous plasma environments. The MMS potentials can213

reach values up to 40 V, significantly higher than those shown in the figure. It is possible to expect214

that these extreme potentials are connected to environments with plasma density significantly lower215

than 1 cm−3 that can be encountered in magnetospheric lobes.216

The left panel of Figure 4 shows a histogram of all dust impacts detected in the monopole con-217

figuration as well as events registered simultaneously in dipole configurations for probes located 14218

and 60 m from the spacecraft body as a function of the spacecraft potential, USC . The distribution219

of the events in the monopole configuration is given by a spacecraft motion through the Earth’s220
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magnetosphere. It is possible to see that the number of events detected by the short dipole (gray) is221

higher than that for a longer boom (white) for all values of the spacecraft potential. The probability222

of the signal detection by the dipole rises with spacecraft potential (decreasing electron density). The223

reason is that the expanding plasma cloud can be absorbed by the ambient plasma if its density is224

sufficiently high. The electric probe can detect signal only when the potential of expanding ions is not225

shielded by the surrounding plasma. The probabilities of the signal detection by dipoles are shown226

in the right panel of Figure 4 as a function of the spacecraft potential. The pulses are simultaneously227

detected at least by one dipole approximately in 10 % of cases only when the spacecraft potential is228

lower than 5 V. This corresponds to the electron density higher than 5 cm−3 (see Figure 3). It means229

that dust detection by a similar electric field instrument as onboard MMS in the dipole configuration230

is inefficient under solar wind and magnetosheath conditions. The efficiency significantly increases231

for very low plasma densities, below 1 cm−3 where the expanding plasma cloud is dense enough to232

reach the electric probes.233

The total charge of expanding ion cloud, Q could be roughly derived from the change of the234

spacecraft potential, dUSC as Q = dUSC · C, where C is spacecraft capacitance (section 3). The235

accuracy of this estimation can be limited by discharging effect of ambient plasma (reduction of236

dUSC), by efficiency of the charge separation, or by the mutual capacitance between the antenna and237

the spacecraft. In the first approximation, we can consider that the charge is uniformly distributed238

in a expanding sphere of radius, R. The radius of such cloud at the moment when when its density239

is equal to the density of the ambient plasma is shown in Figure 5 as a function of ambient plasma240

density, n for several values of dUSC (0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 V). We should note that this radius241

is used only to compare the density of the plasma cloud with the ambient plasma and does not242

represent a hard threshold where the plasma cloud has no effect on the electric probe. It is possible243

to see that diameter of the sphere of uniformly distributed charge corresponding to values detected244

in the monopole configuration can reach tens of meters before its density decreases to the density245

of the tenuous magnetospheric plasma and thus even long dipoles can register dust impacts in this246

environment. On the other hand, the size of such a sphere is only a few meters under the solar wind247
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Figure 4. The number of events detected in monopole and dipole configurations for probes located 14 and

60 m from the spacecraft body as a function of the spacecraft potential, USC (left panel). The probability

of signal detection by dipole probes as a function of the spacecraft potential (right panel).
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Figure 5. The radius of the ion spherical cloud, R under assumption that the density of uniformly dis-

tributed escaping ions is equal to the density of the plasma as a function of the ambient plasma density, n

for several values of changes in the spacecraft potential, dUSC (total charge in the cloud).

conditions. This explains the dependence of the dust detection efficiency in dipole configuration on248

the ambient plasma density.249
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5.3. Amplitude of the signal250

A very important question is if the cloud expanding along the electric probe is able to generate251

signals measured in the dipole configuration. The detailed analysis of the expanding ion cloud252

structure and its influence on the electric probes is far behind the scope of this study but we can253

apply a simple model to roughly estimate the amplitude of the dipole signal corresponding to the254

pulse in the spacecraft potential. We assume that the ion cloud expands as a sphere with increasing255

effective radius. Although such spherical approximation is far from the real situation it allows us to256

estimate the electric potential inside of this sphere and to derive signal corresponding to the measured257

electric field from the length of the particular dipole. We can apply two different scenarios, in the258

first scenario (fast expansion), the effective radius of the expanding sphere increases with the same259

rate as the distance from the spacecraft and in the second one (slow expansion), the radius increases260

ten times slower (sphere reaches radius 1 m at distance of 10 m from the spacecraft body). A simple261

sketch of these two situations is shown in Figure 6 (fast expansion - red spacecraft, slow expansion -262

blue spacecraft). The signal detected by the dipole by such a cloud is given by the potential inside263

this sphere (charge in the sphere and its size) and by the length of the dipole. Figure 7 shows the264

signal estimated by this simple model of spherical cloud expansion for the short (E56 left panel) and265

for long (E12 and E34 right panel) dipoles as a function of the change of the spacecraft potential,266

dUSC together with the measured electric field during dust impacts (data points). The model for267

fast expansion (the first scenario) is plotted by a red line and the model for slow expansion (the268

second scenario) by the blue line. The amplitude of the measured pulses in the electric field increases269

with dUSC supports our hypothesis of ion cloud expansion. It is possible to see that the majority270

of measured points is located between our two scenarios. It shows that the expanding ion clouds of271

a total charge corresponding to pulses in a monopole data are theoretically able to generate similar272

pulses as those detected in the dipole configuration.273

5.4. Influence of the spacecraft potential on dipole measurements274
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Figure 6. The sketch of the simple model of ion cloud expansion. Fast expansion scenario is shown on the

left panel and slow expansion scenario is on the right panel.
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Figure 7. The electric field measured during dust impacts (data points) and corresponding signal estimated

by a simple model of the spherical cloud expansion (Figure 6) for the short dipole E56 (left panel) and for

long dipoles E12 and E34 (right panel) as a function of the pulse in the monopole data, dUSC (change of

the spacecraft potential). The model for the fast expansion is plotted by the red line and the model for slow

expansion by the blue line.

In previous section, we discussed the generation of a dipole signal by the potential of expanding275

charge. Another mechanism has been proposed by (Malaspina et al. 2014) for WIND. The disturbance276

in the spacecraft potential caused by dust impact could affect both probes/antennas of the dipole277

in a different way and this asymmetrical influence can lead to a measurable signal in the dipole278

configuration. It is important to note that the identical influence on both dipole arms does not279

result in a measurable signal. The reason for the asymmetry could be different effective lengths of280

both dipole arms as in the case of WIND when one of the antennas has been shortened (Malaspina281
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et al. 2014) or different environments at both antennas resulting in a different shielding length. The282

non-uniform environment around the spacecraft can be caused by the presence of the photoelectron283

sheath at the UV illuminated part of the spacecraft. This can be a case of the MMS like spacecraft284

when one of the spin plane probes can be shielded by a photoelectron sheath and the second one can285

be in the spacecraft shadow. It is necessary to mention that this effect is more significant for probes286

located closer to the spacecraft body than in MMS (60 m) or for electric antennas where a whole287

antenna element is electrically sensitive. The strongest effect of the asymmetrical conditions occurs288

when one end of the dipole is completely shielded from the influence of the spacecraft potential and289

the effect on the second one is reduced only by the geometrical factor 1/r, where r is the distance from290

the spacecraft body. An application of such extreme condition on the MMS dipole for the spacecraft291

potential disturbance 1 V results in the dipole signal 2.8 mV/m for the short dipole and 0.14 mV/m292

for longer ones. The significantly larger disturbance in the spacecraft potential, 20 V results in the293

dipole signals 56 mV/m respectively 2.8 mV/m. This extreme case corresponds approximately to294

the red line in fast expansion scenario in Figure 7. It is possible to see that the direct effect of the295

spacecraft potential on MMS dipole measurements is much weaker than the measured signal shown296

in Figure 7 and it is not possible to explain measured pulses by the effect of the asymmetric influence297

of the spacecraft potential. It is important to note that maxima of the dipole and monopole signals298

occur at the identical time in the case of the asymmetrical influence of the spacecraft potential. Our299

study shows that maxima are reached at different times by monopole and dipole instruments. It300

indicates that the measured dipole signal is not a result of this effect.301

It has been mentioned that the asymmetric influence of the spacecraft potential is significantly302

stronger for short distances from the spacecraft than in case of MMS. We can estimate the expected303

dipole signal measured under different conditions assuming shielding by factor e
− r
λd , where λd is304

a shielding length. Figure 8 shows the dipole signal caused by this asymmetry as a function of305

the electric probe distance from the spacecraft body for various environments and different lengths306

of antenna arms caused by 1 V disturbance in the spacecraft potential. The solid lines show the307

situation when both probes are in different environments represented by different shielding lengths.308
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Black line represents shielding lengths 1 and 10 m, blue line 1 and 100 m, grey line 10 and 100 m, and309

green line represents a situation when one probe is totally shielded from the effect of the spacecraft310

potential and the influence on the second one is reduced only by the geometrical factor 1/r. The311

dashed lines represent the situation when one probe of the dipole is 20 % closer to the spacecraft312

for three shielding lengths (100 m, black line, 10 m, red line, and 1 m, grey line). The dash-dot-dot313

lines show a similar situation when one probe is 50 % closer to the spacecraft for the same shielding314

lengths as in the previous case.315

One can see that the signal strongly decreases with the distance of the probe from a spacecraft316

body. The 1 V pulse in the spacecraft potential is only able to generate the signal close to 1 mV/m317

for probes located 20 m from the spacecraft. The strongest field is generated for the cases when one318

probe is strongly shielded by an ambient plasma and the second one is shielded very weakly (black,319

blue, and green solid lines). The strong effect can be also observed when one probe is significantly320

closer (50 %) than the second one (black and red dash-dot-dot lines).321

It is necessary to mention that this figure is valid for cases when the location of the electric field322

sensor is well defined as in MMS. The situation of the electric field antennas is much complex and323

this figure provides only qualitative information for such cases.324

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION325

Pulses detected in the dipole configuration after hypervelocity dust impacts onto the spacecraft326

body are probably caused by the expansion of the ion cloud along the electric probe. There are327

several indications supporting this hypothesis:328

• The different timing of signal in the monopole and dipole configuration indicate that the dipole329

signal is not just a cross-talk from monopole channel.330

• A polarity of the pulse in the dipole configuration is random (there are a similar number of331

positive and negative pulses). This is possible to explain by the spacecraft rotation for dipoles332

in spin plane (E12 and E34) and by no significant deflection of incoming dust grains from the333

ecliptic plane for dipole E56.334
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Figure 8. The dipole signal caused by the asymmetrical influence of the 1 V disturbance in the spacecraft

potential on the electric probes in the dipole configuration as a function of the electric probe distance from

the spacecraft body. The solid lines show the situation when both probes are in different environments

represented by different shielding lengths. The green line represents a situation when one probe is totally

shielded from the spacecraft potential and the influence on the second one is reduced only by the geometrical

factor 1/r. The dashed lines represent the situation when one probe is 20 % closer to the spacecraft body

for three different shielding lengths and the dash-dot-dot lines shown a similar situation when one probe is

50 % closer to the spacecraft body.

• Only a fraction of the monopole pulses is accompanied by dipole signal and the short dipole335

detects more events than the longer ones.336

• Probability of signal detection in dipole configuration depends on the spacecraft potential337

(density of ambient plasma). Dipole signal is detected mainly in environments with low ambient338

plasma density.339

• The peak of the pulse is first reached by the short dipole (E56) in the case when the signal is340

simultaneously detected by several dipoles.341
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• The derived velocities of expanding ions correspond to values measured in the laboratory by342

Lee et al. (2012).343

• Based on our simple model, the total generated impact charge derived from the monopole344

pulses can also generate pulses with the amplitudes detected in the dipole configuration.345

• It is not possible to explain the measured dipole signal by the direct asymmetric effect of the346

spacecraft potential on the electric field measurements as suggested by (Malaspina et al. 2014).347

The effect of the asymmetrical influence of the spacecraft potential on the electric probes is very348

weak for probes located far from the spacecraft body. On the other hand, this effect can be important349

for electric antennas where the whole surface is electrically sensitive. One of the antenna booms350

should be significantly shorter then the second one or one of the antennas should be in different351

plasma environment as in the wake of spacecraft or in the photoelectron sheath to obtain measurable352

signal. In this case, the dipole signal generated by dust impacts on the spacecraft body can be a353

combination of both effects, the influence of escaping ion cloud and asymmetric effect of the spacecraft354

potential.355

It is necessary to mention that the presence of overshoots remains unexplained. The fact that the356

amplitude of overshoots is independent on the initial pulse (some pulses are without overshoots at357

all) indicates that the response of instrumental electronics is not the source of these overshoots. The358

overshoots could be explained by the expansion of the ion cloud along both electric probes of the359

dipole but there is no experimental support for this hypothesis.360

7. CONCLUSION361

We have analysed 363 pulses in the spacecraft potential caused by hypervelocity dust impacts onto362

the body of the MMS1 spacecraft during the year 2016. 155 of these events are accompanied with363

pulses in the electric field measured by the axial probe (short dipole) located 14 m from the spacecraft364

body and 74 of these events result in signal measured by one or both spin plane double probes (long365

dipoles) located 60 m from the spacecraft.366
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We have shown that the probability of signal detection in a dipole configuration depends on the367

density of ambient plasma (Figure 4). Several indications support our hypothesis that signal detected368

in the dipole configuration is caused by a cloud of ions escaping from the positively charged spacecraft369

body.370

We have shown that the charge in the ion cloud is large enough to generate pulses of detected371

amplitudes in the measured electric field (Figure 7) and that the effect of the asymmetrical influence372

of the spacecraft potential on the electric probes is very weak for probes located far from the spacecraft373

body (Figure 8). Both effects, influence of escaping ion cloud and asymmetric effect of the spacecraft374

potential should be taken into account when investigating dust impacts detected by electric antennas.375

Derived velocities of escaping ions are (21 ± 2) km·s−1 for short dipole and (32 ± 3) km·s−1 for376

long dipoles. These velocities are in the range of values measured experimentally in the laboratory377

by Lee et al. (2012). The higher average velocities detected by longer dipoles could be a result378

of the acceleration of positive ions by the positively charged spacecraft or/and by different nature379

of expansion in these two significant directions (parallel and perpendicular after impact in ecliptic380

plane).381
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